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We’ve all heard of Angel Numbers but what are they and what do they mean? 
 
The subject of Numerology this subject shows a sequence of two, three or four 
numbers, you will find them in the most ordinary places but pay attention to these as 
they can impart wonderful messages.  
 
Angel numbers can show up at any time or place, when your spirit guides or the 
Universe wants to give you an important message or heads up so please pay attention 
to number plates , the time on a clock, posters etc.,  
 
Let’s dive in to the meanings of these special and magical numbers... 
 
000 or 0000 
Zero is associated with new opportunities, seeing a sequence of zero’s this can signify 
a fresh start, you're at the very beginning of a brand new cycle, so don’t be afraid to 
take the next step into a new chapter or journey. 
 
111 or 1111 
This sequence is one of the most powerful numbers – if you encounter one as an angel 
number, take this opportunity to make a wish, set an intention or plant a seed 
because this is a green light from the universe.  
 
222 or 2222 
A sequence of two’s suggests balance, trust & alignment; and either an ancestor or 
your spirit guide is helping you get where you need to go. When we are shown the 
two’s in sequence, it indicates an excellent time to reach out to your most trusted 
friends to connect & collaborate.  
 
333 or 3333 
The beautiful number three indicates creativity & can mean that you have the 
opportunity to add your unique talents and abilities to a situation. Moreover, the 
presence of three indicates that by leaning into your innate gifts, you'll find more 
value and abundance in whatever circumstances you are navigating.  
 
444 or 4444 
Four symbolizes stability, grounding & building your infrastructure to last. The four’s 
asks you to not be afraid to ask for help especially if you're navigating long-term 
projects & establishing trust that will empower you to reach new heights. 
 
555 or 5555 
Five’s suggest major changes are on the horizon, so if you've been feeling stuck this 
number reveals a massive shift may be in the works, for now these transformations 
are occurring behind the scenes but these Angel numbers are advising you are on the  
right path.  
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666 or 6666 
The number six, in Numerology, represents support, compassionate & empathetic 
nature. Six is a gentle reminder to treat your-self with kindness & understanding. If 
things are not going according to plan but with the number six on your side, you 
know that you can choose how you want to interpret a situation, remembering that 
everything happens for a reason. 
 
777 or 7777 
Seven is depicted as a lucky & means good fortune, especially financially, is on its 
way. New money opportunities will be knocking at your door soon, your part in this is 
to reach out & explore new possibilities outside of your comfort zone.  
 
888 or 8888 
In Numerology, the 8’s are one of the most divine numbers & can reflect a connection 
to the spiritual universe in a powerful way it signals that you are receiving support 
from loved ones who've passed over.  And remember the 8’s are a symbol of infinity, 
the endless loop that transcends any singular lifetime. 
 
999 or 9999 
As the last number in numerology these digits suggests that a chapter is coming to an 
end. The Angel number nine(s) are a sign that a meaningful cycle is coming to an end 
& you will soon be starting a brand new journey, so this is an great time to step 
outside your comfort zone, expand your horizons & explore new territory.  
 
 
 


